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Motivation

● Biological functions can rarely be related to individual 
molecules

● Instead, they arise from the complex molecular 
interactions that take place in the cell

● The numerous interactions form interaction networks 
where nodes represent molecules and edges represent 
functional interactions

● understanding the structure and dynamics of such 
networks is a central challenge for biology
➔ network biology, systems biology



Network shapes



Network characterization

● Networks can be characterized using global 
and/or local measures

● global properties
– node connectivity distribution
– path lengths

● local properties
– node clustering ratio
– frequent patterns (motifs)



Some definitions

● Networks can be directed or undirected 
    depending on the nature of the interactions

– directed: material flow, information flow
– undirected: physical interactions

● Degree (connectivity) k
I
 of a node is the 

    number of links that the node has to other 
    nodes 

– directed networks have two types of
   degree: indegree and outdegree

● Average degree <k> = sum(k
I
) / #nodes

● Degree distribution P(k) is the probability
    that a randomly picked node has k links



The scale-free property

● For decades, cellular networks were considered to be either 
completely regular or completely random

● Both models are unable to explain the 
    existence of nodes with high connectivity

● Recent studies show that in many 
    biological networks, P(k) follows a power 
    law distribution P(k) ~ k-γ with 2<γ<3
● Scale-free network

– many nodes with few links
– few nodes with many links (hubs)



The scale-free property

● Metabolic networks have 
    scale-free nature

● Most protein interaction 
    networks and gene 
    regulatory networks 
    also have scale-free 
    nature

● Not every cellular 
    network is scale-free

– e.g. transcription regulatory
   networks of S.cer. and E.coli



The scale-free property

● Effects of the scale-free nature of cellular networks
– Robustness: random removal of nodes often does not 

affect the network integrity and function
– Attack vulnerability of hubs: if any hubs are removed, 

the networks is disintegrated
➔ In yeast, only 10% of the proteins with less than 5 links 

are essential; from proteins with more than 15 links, over 
60% are essential



The scale-free property

● Evolutionary origin of the scale-free nature of cellular networks: 
two fundamental processes
– growth process: new nodes join the system 
   over an extended time period
– preferential attachment: new nodes prefer
   to connect to nodes with many connections

● The scale-free property of protein interaction
    networks is probably rooted in gene duplication

– products of duplicated genes have same interaction partners
– the duplication of a hub's interaction partner is more probable



Disassortativity of 
biological networks

● An interesting observation: hubs avoid connecting to 
each other (disassortativity) 

● To this point, dissasortativity cannot be explained by 
network biologists



The small-world property

● In regular networks, the average path length L between 
couples of nodes is relatively long

● L is shorter for random networks: the small-world property
● Even a few rewiring procedures of a regular network suffice to 

achieve a small-world effect



The small-world property

● Biological networks have even smaller average path lengths than 
random networks: ultra-small-world effect
– first documented for metabolism 

➔ often, 3-4 reactions suffice to convert one metabolite to 
another

➔ local concentration perturbations quickly reach the whole 
system

➔ ultra-small-world effect underlies selection: mean path 
length of metabolic networks is the same in bacteria and 
complex multicellular species



Modularity
of cellular networks

● Cellular functions often carried out in a highly modular manner 
– protein complexes
– temporally coregulated molecules that control cell cycle

● A sign for this is the significantly high average clustering 
coefficient <C> of most cellular networks

➔ The clustering coefficient C
I 
= 2n

I 
/ k

I
(k

I
-1) shows the fraction 

of neighbours of node I that are directly linked to each other (n
I
 

is the number of links between neighbours of I)
➔ <C>=sum(C

I
) / number of nodes



Modularity
of cellular networks

● Functional modules are interconnected in the cell to form a 
“Network of networks”

● The scale-free property and modularity 
    coexist in the hierarchical network model 
    (Ravasz et al.,2002), where clusters 
    are combined in an iterative manner to 
    generate a hierarchical network



Architectural features
of cellular networks

● Topological properties of most biological networks
– scale-free

➔ robustness
➔ attack vulnerability of hubs

– disassortativity
– ultra-small-world property
– modularity



Network motifs

● Scale-free and hierarchical features determine the large-scale 
feature of networks

● An alternative approach for network analysis: finding 
subgraphs that are significantly overrepresented (motifs)





Network motifs

Motifs are rarely independent:
motif clusters



Summary

● Most (but not all!) cellular networks are scale-free, ultra-small-
world networks organized most probably in a hierarchical 
manner

● To characterize the large-scale properties of the network, 
measures like node connectivity, path length, clustering 
coefficient are used

● Motifs are subgraphs that are significantly overrepresented in 
real networks. Each class of complex networks has own 
characteristic motifs



Discussion

● Network biology still at its infancy

● Topology does not determine the function of cellular 
networks
– System dynamics



Thanks!
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